This paper presents a novel approach for detection and classification of steel sheet defects. A Defects database with enough samples and good imaging conditions introduced. A set of new features proposed to extract the appropriate textural characteristics from defects images. This is followed by the selection of important features using SFFS algorithm. Modifications to SFFS feature selection method were presented to achieve the real-time needs of research. The proposed scheme decrease computational complexity in cost of little decreasing of classification accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we propose an algorithm utilizing novel feature extraction and selection method with an SVM classifier to detect, recognize and classify the surface defects of steel strip.
Most of researches in this field suffer from lack of acceptable steel images with good imaging conditions and improper consideration for highspeed production lines ( (Guha, 2001) , (Swaroop, 2000) ) To respond these needs, a system with the aim of imaging and archiving cold rolled steel sheets was implanted in Isfahan's Mobarakeh Steel Company.
STRUCTURE OF IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM
Our scheme, which was implemented in Isfahan's Mobarakeh Steel Company, was based on these main subdivisions: 1. Imaging: imaging system with advanced line scan camera and illumination unit provides 400 micrometer resolution. 2. Pre-processing and image enhancement. 3. Defect Detection and classification: the preprocessed images have been segmented to nonoverlapping cells with 100 pixels by 100 pixels dimension. A feature vector has been extracted from each cell, which passed to classifier block for labeling the cell with a specific defect. 4. Labels revision and extra information extraction: the probability of a specific defect occurrence depends on the position of cell within the sheet and also the occurrence of defects in neighbor cells. Regarding to these facts, in this stage, the labels of defected cells should be revised and extra information like distance between periodic defects, could be extracted. The main issue in this paper is describing the third stage, which is the most significant procedure in the processing algorithm.
DEFECTS DATABASE
To acheive an acceptable database, implemented system in Isfahan's Mobarakeh Steel Company,
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Hu set of Invariant Moments:
The Hu set consist of a group of nonlinear centralized moment expressions, which are invariant under scale, position and rotation.
Radon Transform based Features:
The radon transform computes projections of an image along specified directions (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008) . Lines with specified direction in original image make maximums (or minimums) in radon transform space. By mean of calculating transform in various directions from 0 to 180 degrees, we are able to find line shaped defects in specified directions. The features selected as direction and location of maximum in transform space.
Hough Transform based Features:
To discover line-shaped defects, the Hough transform also can be used (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008) . To extract features from Hough transform, first, edges detected from the image, then each point of edges maps to a curve in Hough space, all the curves in Hough space sum together then maximum point determined, and θ , r of maximum point makes the features. We can summarize all the features previously described: 1, 2. mean and variance 3, 4. number of pixels with greater than 25% in grayscale value after employing horizontal and vertical Perwiet masks. 5, 6. mean and variance for pixels with grayscale value less than threshold calculated with Otsu's method, if threshold effectiveness is more than 65%, else we use mean and variance of all pixels 7, 8. number of pixels greater than 1.11 times of pixel's mean and less than 0.92 times of pixel's mean. 9, 10, 11, 12. mean and number of pixels with grayscale value greater than 1.8 times of pixel's mean after performing described morphological operation. 13, 14. the 
FEATURE SELECTION
The main goal of feature selection is to select a subset of d features from given set of D measurements, D d < without significantly degrading (or possibly even improving due to the "peaking phenomena" (Pudil et al., 1994) ) the performance of recognition system. We have been used Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS), which provides close to optimal solution at an affordable computational cost ( (Pudil et al., 1994) , (Jain and Zongker, 1997) ).
Sequential Forward Floating
Search Algorithm SFFS algorithm, start with an empty subset and iteratively add or remove features, trying to maximize a criterion function, until some termination condition is met (Jain and Zongker, 1997) .
The main issue remains is selecting criterion function. In most applications, the feature's interclass distance (i.e. Mahalanobis distance) being used as criterion function. It can also be selected as accuracy of a trained classifier with inspecting subset of features.
Criterion Function based on Computational Cost and Accuracy
In real time application, like automatic surface inspection, the computational cost is as important as accuracy. So it's more realistic to have a criterion function, which depends on both computational cost and accuracy. The computational cost consists the normalized time needed to calculate the inspecting subset of features. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology compared with traditional methods. To test the described algorithms, the defects database divided into training and testing sets. All the purposed features calculated for whole images in database. In other hand, the mean time for calculating each feature measured to use in feature selection procedure as computational complexity.
In feature selection stage, three types of criterion function were compared: ,34,30,31,14,32,29,24,10,33 16,4,11,8,2,3,27,1,21,23,22 . In each experiment, the optimal subset has been determined by SFFS procedure. The optimal subsets, accuracy and computational complexity were shown in table 2, where it can be seen that feature selection using accuracy-computational complexity criterion outperforms convectional criterions like, Mahalanobis distance. Also it's clear that by regulating α , we can attain desired classification accuracy in cost of computational complexity increasing and vice versa.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a scheme for detection and classification of steel sheet defects. A set of new features proposed to extract the appropriate textural characteristics from defects images. Feature selection methods utilized to select outperformed features, modifications to SFFS feature selection method were presented to achieve the real-time needs of research. We can decrease computational complexity in cost of little decreasing of classification accuracy
